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Manassas Park Elementary School and Prekindergarten (MPES) engages
students to be stewards of their own environment. Green lights signal it’s time to
open the windows. A gage on a cistern shows the rainwater level. A bioretention
area doubles as an outdoor classroom. Even the pipes of the HVAC system
are painted red and blue to mimic illustrations of veins and arteries in human

Nature

bodies. Every detail of this school is designed to be an educational opportunity.
BY WYCK KNOX, AIA; AND STEVE DAVIS, AIA

T

he new elementary school
and prekindergarten are
the fourth and fifth schools
built to replace the city’s
first generation of school facilities —
premanufactured mobile buildings
that were cobbled together when the
small city incorporated in 1975.
The superintendent continually
challenged the design team to make
each project better than the previous, and the team incorporated the
most successful learning spaces
from four previous projects into
MPES. “Going green” was the natural next step, and a relatively easy
sell to a client who had already witnessed the transformative power of
well-designed buildings.

AS THE TEACHER
Come forth into the light of things,
Let Nature be your teacher.
— WILLIAM WORDSWORTH

Sam Kittner & VMDO Architects

Cost
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At a completed hard cost of $199.53
per ft2 (including site work), this
high performance, LEED Gold
school was constructed at a 12%
premium above the state average for
new public elementary schools in
Opposite The west side of Manassas
Park Elementary School offers close-up
views of the forest, which shades the
building from late-day sun.

2008. Sustainable features account
for about half of the premium. The
architect and the owner have been
comparing utility bills for MPES to
the adjacent Cougar Elementary.
Also designed by VMDO
Architects and 2rw Consultants
(engineers), Cougar opened in
January 2001 and comes close to
meeting ASHRAE/IESNA Standard
90.1-2004 energy requirements.
Although slightly smaller, it shares
the same site and is operated in the
same manner as MPES, making it
an accurate, real-world comparison.
In its first year of operation MPES
saved $0.576 in utility costs per
square foot compared to Cougar, for
an adjusted total savings of $75,560.
In fact, the new building is so
efficient to operate that the school
system held the 2010 summer school
program (kindergarten through 12th
grade) at MPES, allowing all other
school buildings to be placed in
unoccupied mode for almost three
months. Since school operating
budgets come from annual property
tax revenue, the utility savings were
especially valued in a down market.
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B U I L D I N G AT A G L A N C E
Name Manassas Park Elementary
School and Prekindergarten
Location Manassas Park, Va.
Owner Manassas Park City Schools
Principal Use Public Elementary Education
Includes Dedicated prekindergarten
building; upper elementary building
for grades three through five has 59
classrooms, gym, cafeteria plus dining
commons, media center, offices and
breakout spaces for informal and nontraditional learning
Employees/Occupants 840 students and
educators, with 50-plus visitors per day
Gross Square Footage 140,463
(MPES and Prekindergarten)
Conditioned Space 131,702
Total Construction Cost $24,698,200
($28,026,925 including site work)
Cost Per Square Foot $175.83
($199.53 total hard costs)
Substantial Completion/Occupancy
April 2009
Occupancy 85%
Distinctions/Awards LEED Gold-NC
v. 2.2; AIA Committee on the
Environment 2010 Top Ten Award;
AIA Committee on Architecture for
Education 2010 Educational Facility
Design Award of Merit
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Sam Kittner and VMDO Architects

All artificial lights are off in this typical
elementary classroom. Exterior shading
devices protect view windows from direct
sunlight, while fixed parabolic light louvers
cast an even warm light across the tilted
ceiling plane. The teaching wall is glarefree, which is even more critical when using
a SMARTboard (an interactive projection
display). When the lights are on, each row
automatically dims to provide only the illumination needed to supplement the daylight.

The sustainable feature with the
greatest differential first cost is the
ground-source heat pump mechanical system, which includes 221 vertical bores of 350 ft each. Life-cycle
cost analysis predicted a payback in
seven to nine years.
In contrast, the rainwater harvesting system has a longer payback.
The importance of water conservation, the educational benefits of
the system, and the ability to serve
as a demonstration project swayed
the owner to invest in this system.
This decision was subsequently
made easier by a $50,000 grant
from the Virginia Department of
Conservation and Recreation.

Bioclimatic Design
The building form and height are
greatly influenced by the site constraints, which offered only a narrow area (stretching southwest to
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northeast) for building. To optimize
daylighting in the principal learning
spaces, classrooms are organized
into three “academic houses.”
Each classroom faces 13° from
north or south. The three-story
educational houses (nearly cubic in
volume) minimize building envelope exposure to the climate. The
houses are organized around 70 ft
wide courtyards, which is a distance
that allows sunlight to reach each
house’s entire southern elevation on
the winter solstice.
Mature deciduous trees, on rising ground to the west, shade the
buildings from the setting sun. The
relatively exposed east side of the
building is programmed with closed
spaces (gym, loading dock, mechanical rooms) to minimize unwanted
solar heat gain.
Although the temperate seasonal
climate is humid with light and variable winds, natural ventilation is
used for cooling when conditions are
favorable. An induced stack effect,
established by vertical ventilation
ducts, draws fresh air in through
manually operable windows and
exhausts air through the penthouses.
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Favorable conditions are signaled
by green lights that are tied to the
building automation system. The outdoor temperature must be between
60°F and 75°F, and the chance of
rain must be less than 40% to trigger
the ‘green light mode.’
The signal lights make the children active participants in energy
conservation. The students are the
first to open the windows, and when
the light turns off, they quickly
remind teachers that open windows
need to be shut tightly.

KEY SUSTAINABLE FEATURES
Water Conservation MPES used 84.5%
less potable water than its neighboring
school (45 gallons/occupant per year
compared to 320 gallons/occupant per
year). Savings are achieved through lowflow lavatories and harvested rainwater
used for toilet flushing and all irrigation.
Recycled Materials The project was
built using 20.2% recycled materials,
and 98.9% of the construction waste
was diverted from the landfill.
Daylighting Properly oriented and
shaded glazing, dimmable tubular skylights, light redirecting louvers (in lieu of
light shelves) and sloped, white ceilings
provide natural light to 78.7% of the regularly occupied spaces. Photosensors
in classrooms automatically dim individual rows of pendant fixtures.
Individual Controls Each of the 59
classrooms has its own dedicated
ground-source heat pump. Heating and
cooling setpoints are set via the BAS,
but users can adjust the setpoint two
degrees in either direction. Lights can
be switched on using only half of the
lamps, which is the default setting.
Natural Ventilation A green light system
lets students know that windows may
be opened. Compressors in the heat
pumps turn off, and a fan assisted
stack effect pulls fresh air through the
room. The green light turns off when
the system switches back to mechanical conditioning, alerting teachers and
students to shut the windows.

The principal bioretention area also serves
as a partially shaded outdoor classroom
and performance stage. Students queue on
the benches while waiting to be picked up.
Intentionally carved out at a campus low
spot, the outdoor classroom and adjacent
biofiltration area can accommodate a 100year storm event before slowly releasing
the excess water downstream. The stepped
terraces register the relative scale of storms
as the water rises.

Daylighting
The design team optimized daylighting strategies using Ecotect software
and physical daylighting models. In
the gymnasium, alternative studies
indicated that an array of tubular skylights would most effectively provide
uniform glare-free lighting required
without causing significant heat gain.
In the prekindergarten building,
north-facing monitors were planned
from the earliest phases. Daylighting
studies helped the team to determine
the requisite monitor size, shape,
and throat configuration.

Prakash Patel and VMDO Architects

Daylight floods each classroom.
Continuous glazing at MPES from 3
ft above the finished floor to the 11
ft ceilings allows children to see out
and creates a transparent environment. In south-facing classrooms,
exterior sunshades block direct
sunrays, while clerestory parabolic
light louvers redirect sunlight to
the ceiling. Acoustical ceilings also
slope to reflect more ambient light
while absorbing more noise than a
flat ceiling.
The result is a glare-free teaching
wall with no artificial light. When
lights are needed, three rows of pendant fluorescent fixtures (each with
its own photosensor) automatically
dim to adjust to changing exterior
light conditions.
Motion sensors automatically turn
lights off after five minutes and occupants must tap a switch to turn them
Fa l l 2 0 1 0

on. Each row of pendant lights has
four lamps, but only two of the four
come on with the press of a button.
The user must press a second button
to turn on all of the lamps, although
this is rarely needed.
Add in the benefits of BAScontrolled light switching, and the
total power required for interior and
exterior lighting is significantly below
Standard 90.1-2004 requirements
(38% and 54% less, respectively).
E N E R G Y AT A G L A N C E
Energy Use Intensity (Site) 37.28 kBtu/ft2
Natural Gas 8.11 kBtu/ft2
Electricity 29.17 kBtu/ft2
Annual Source Energy 106 kBtu/ft2
Annual Energy Cost Index (ECI) $1.14/ft2
Savings vs. Standard 90.1-2004 Design
Building 35.5%
ENERGY STAR Rating 80
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E U I C O M PA R I S O N
37.28 kBtu/ft2 · yr

90.1-2004 Baseline
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Rather than using a large centralized HVAC system, each of the
59 classrooms has a dedicated
ground-source heat pump, and
large spaces and corridors also are
independently served. The pumps
are neatly organized in mechanical
penthouses, providing easy access
while keeping the noise far away
from the teaching space.
Heating and cooling setpoints are
set via the BAS, but users can adjust
the setpoint two degrees in either
direction. Main supply and return
pipes are visible through wood slat
ceilings in the corridor. They are
painted red and blue as in illustrations of arteries and veins of the
human body. Efficient mechanical
systems include variable-speed
pumping, high-volume low-speed fans
in the gymnasium, and total energy
recovery for ventilation air using sensible and total heat recovery wheels.

Manassas used 84.5% less potable water than Cougar Elementary,
representing a savings of $25,563.

Apr 09

Ground-Source Energy

Jan 10

temporary heating was used. The
city’s energy manager reports that
when city-wide school temperatures
were set back during the 2009–10
winter break, MPES recovered to its
occupancy temperature in one-half
the time of other city schools.

Feb 10

70 kBtu/ft2 · yr

Jan 10

Below The full-size gymnasium also serves
the city’s Parks and Recreation department.
The north entrance lobby is visible behind
the stage, further enhancing the school’s
sense of openness. Tubular skylights preclude the need for artificial lighting, while
high-volume, low-speed fans reduce the
need for heating and air conditioning. All
artificial lights are off in this photo.

Manassas First Year
Actual Energy Use
National K–12 avg.

Prakash Patel and VMDO Architects

Right The sawtooth silhouette of the prekindergarten building is apparent from the
bioretention area. North-facing monitors
and solar tubes deliver 100% of the light
required by the classrooms beneath.

M A N A S S A S PA R K V S . C O U G A R E L E M E N TA R Y

Mar 10

The building envelope was designed
as a full air barrier system with
2 in. of spray polyurethane foam.
Anecdotal evidence during construction indicated that the spray
foam was performing well, even
before occupancy. The construction
manager indicated that no temporary
heat was required on the third floor.
Over the full course of construction, only half of the anticipated

Feb 10

Envelope

Manassas used 40.4% less energy than Cougar Elementary,
representing a savings of $49,998.  

MANASSAS ENERGY USE APRIL 2009–MARCH 2010
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All rainwater that falls on building
roofs is filtered and collected in
a 79,000-gallon concrete cistern,
yielding an estimated 1.3 million

Jan 10

Water

Note: Manassas data includes Prekindergarten building data.
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BUILDING ENVELOPE

COUGAR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
MANASSAS PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
MANASSAS PARK PREKINDERGARTEN
PRIVATE FOREST
CAMP CARONDELET
GROUND-SOURCE WELL FIELD
RAINWATER CISTERN

5

Above A display explains how the groundsource energy system uses the earth’s constant temperature to help cool and heat the
school. Supply pipes are painted red and
return pipes are painted blue, as shown in
illustrations of arteries and veins.

6

Left Manassas Park Elementary School (2)
occupies a narrow site area between the
two wooded tracts. The building’s E-shaped
configuration allows classrooms in the
three educational “houses” to face approximately north and south. The camp forest (5)
shades west faces of the elementary school.
Parking and pupil transit areas are shared
by the three schools on the campus.
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Below Section view through an
educational “house.”
4
VMDO Architects
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gallons per year. All of the site
water is treated via cistern filtration,
bioretention areas or both before
entering an existing storm water
management pond.
A portion of the harvested rainwater is further filtered and treated
for delivery to the building flushing
fixtures. The remainder is used for
irrigation. The cistern was oversized
to help filter and contain a two-year
storm event (the heaviest 24-hour
rainfall predicted to occur during a
two-year period).
The top of the cistern, and associated controls house, functions as an
outdoor teaching space, featuring
a 22-ft tank gage. Mounted on the

Informal learning spaces are located on
every floor at the western end of each educational “house.” These breakout spaces
facilitate individual and small group study,
as well as one-on-one tutoring. Many adults
prefer to read in a reclined position; why
shouldn’t students have the same opportunities to learn a love of reading? This
second floor space has a direct view into the
forest understory.

outside of the cistern pump house,
a 96 ft2 mural illustrates the system
layout and the natural water cycle.
Educational maps teach children
how rainwater falling at their school
flows through Bull Run stream, the
Occoquan and Potomac Rivers, and
on to the Chesapeake Bay.
Domestic water heating energy is
minimized by the use of low-consumption fixtures and kitchen equipment.

M A N A S S A S PA R K ’ S C H A L L E N G E
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GROUND-SOURCE  WELL FIELD
FIXED SOLAR SHADING
NATURAL VENTILATION  THROUGH OPERABLE WINDOWS
PARABOLIC LIGHT LOUVERS
THREE LIGHTING ZONES  WITH AUTO-DIMMING SENSORS
STACK-INDUCED NATURAL VENTILATION EXHAUST
GROUND-SOURCE HEAT PUMPS FOR EACH CLASSROOM
GREEN LIGHT INDICATOR FOR NATURAL VENTILATION MODE
GLARE-FREE TEACHING WALL
RAINWATER COLLECTION

Manassas Park, Va., is a small city surrounded by the northern Virginia suburbs
of Washington, D.C. Ten years ago, the
city began replacing its premanufactured
mobile school facilities — an enormous
challenge in a city with an extremely
low tax base. The new Manassas Park
Elementary School and Prekindergarten
join the earlier Cougar Elementary School
to complete the city’s elementary campus.
MPES serves a diverse population of
students — many from immigrant families.
The 2009–10 enrollment included 68%
non-white and 26% children with limited
English proficiency. Forty-four percent
receive free or reduced cost lunches.
During the decade-long process to replace

every school facility in the city, the school
system’s pass rates on standardized tests
increased from 40% to 90%.
The MPES campus sits tightly surrounded
by tract housing, private forest, and the historic Civil War landmark Camp Carondelet.
The Battle of First Manassas (also known
as the First Battle of Bull Run) was the first
major land battle of the Civil War in 1861.
The Battle of Second Manassas (Second
Battle of Bull Run) in 1862 resulted in a
Confederate victory that paved the way for
the Confederacy’s invasion of the North.
Camp Carondelet served as the forested
winter quarters of the Confederacy’s
Louisiana Brigade between the first and
second Manassas campaigns.
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Roof
Type 4 in. min. of polyisocyanurate
insulation, cover board and a fully
adhered, white thermoplastic polyolefin
(TPO) membrane; air barrier membrane
connection to wall at all roof edges;
limited use of standing seam roof on
prekindergarten addition
Overall R-value R-24.2
Reflectivity 0.79 reflectance and 0.92
emittance (TPO)
Walls
Type Cold formed metal studs, sheathing, 2 in. of closed-cell spray foam
insulation, and either brick or metal
siding; air barrier transition strips at
every change of material and around all
openings
Overall R-value R-20.8
Glazing percentage 32%
Foundation
Slab edge insulation R-value R-10
Under slab insulation R-value R-10 for
first 2 horizontal ft of slab edge; R-10
on the entire inside vertical surface of  
footing or foundation wall
Windows
U-value 0.29
Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC)
0.38
Visual Transmittance 70%
Location
Latitude 38.45°
Orientation 13.14° from true north

The kitchen’s gas water heater has a
combustion efficiency of 98%, and
mini-tank water heaters are located
close to classroom and bathroom fixtures. Low-flow and automatic faucets
minimize municipal potable water use.

Indoor Environmental Quality
Good IEQ doesn’t stop with elimination of allergens, VOCs and formaldehyde. Children are highly susceptible to harmful effects from ethanol
and ether found in many conventional school cleaning materials.
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MPES building levels and classrooms are
named and themed according to seasons,
forest levels and species found in the corresponding areas. Signs also explain sustainable building systems and elements of the
local ecosystem.

The building’s high performance
flooring tiles never require stripping, waxing or polishing — one of
the leading causes of poor indoor air
quality in schools. The maintenance
staff also uses green cleaning products and procedures.

Ripple Effects
The city’s construction of its first
LEED building quickly expanded a
dialogue about sustainability issues
within the school and community.
MPES created the first green cleaning program, first recycling program, and first meadow landscape
in the municipality.
In addition, the school realized
that the cafeteria was the largest source of waste on its campus.
While most schools have moved to
disposable trays and plastic sporks,

LESSONS LEARNED

MPES has elected to revert back to

washable trays and silverware.
MPES is fundamentally designed
around the premise that people, especially children, cannot be expected to
preserve or protect something they do
not understand. Inside and out, sustainable design is integrated with the
elementary curriculum.

An Educational Ecosystem
Design decisions were made with
the specific goal of showcasing as
many teachable moments as possible. Interior extended learning
spaces offer dramatic and intimate
views of the neighboring mixed oak
forest, while elementary classrooms
face shady moss- and fern-covered
learning courtyards featuring fallen
trees and other characteristics of an
eastern deciduous forest floor.
At MPES, children have exceptional views of the forest, and can
explore the piedmont landscape via
the many exterior breakout spaces.
The principal bioretention area, for

The green light mode proved beneficial
during the commissioning process,
unambiguously signaling programming
errors. The necessity for the building
dashboard to be fully operational at
opening also provided leverage, giving
the architect and construction manager
real-time feedback as to whether the
systems were operating as designed.

Sam Kittner and VMDO Architects

example, is designed to serve as
an outdoor classroom, performance
stage and parent pickup queue.
Previously conducted through 400
ft of concrete pipe, existing storm
drainage was rerouted through the
bioretention area, which is capable
of holding the runoff from a 100year storm event. Combined with
the rainwater cistern, this eliminated the need for any new storm
water management ponds. The cistern and outdoor classroom create
usable learning space out of what
would otherwise be a fenced off,
muddy retention pond.

The building automation system illuminates
green lights when outdoor conditions are
favorable for natural ventilation, signaling
building occupants to open windows. Signs
explain how natural ventilation and daylighting save energy, teaching principles of environmental stewardship.

Signs highlight green building facts,
demystifying sustainable building systems, and describing flora and fauna
found in the adjacent forest. The site
ecology is brought inside the building, as well. Each academic house is
extensively themed around a season,
and each floor represents a corresponding level of the forest.

Every classroom is named after
a species commonly found in that
season and place. In this way, children associate their homerooms
with local plants and animals rather
than numbers.
Way finding signs throughout the
building highlight facts specific
to seasons and creatures. Random
patterns of clear finished poplar,
cherry, ash, oak and maple planks
compose “trees” on the hallway
walls. The planks are interspersed
with full-length mirrors, giving students the abstract effect of walking
in the woods. Each species grows in
the adjacent forest.
More than just a teaching tool, the
building is an educational ecosystem,
encouraging direct knowledge of
light, energy, water and the world that
these natural resources sustain. •

The owner required the commissioning
agent to commission the building under
actual, rather than simulated, conditions.
This delayed the final commissioning
report (and subsequent LEED certification) until seven months after occupancy,
but it has resulted in much more tightly
integrated building systems.
Check that the variable speed pumps for
a ground-source system function properly.
Pumps continued to run at what seemed
to be higher than necessary speeds, given
the demand (or lack of demand) from the
many ground-source heat pumps.
Using feedback from the BAS, the design
team recommended changes to the heat
pump loop’s differential pressure setpoint,
which allows the variable frequency drives
to ramp down the pumps and reduce total
pump energy consumption.
Getting this fine-tuned has been
troublesome, but is now producing major
energy savings. Of course, without a BAS
and/or building dashboard, the design
team couldn’t keep an eye on this.

HPB.hotims.com/33325-3
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BUILDING TEAM
Building Owner/Representative
Manassas Park City Schools
Architect; Environmental, LEED
Consultant VMDO Architects
General Contractor Hess Construction
Mechanical, Electrical Engineer; Energy
Modeler 2rw Consultants
Structural Engineer Fox + Associates
Civil Engineer Bowman Consulting Group
Landscape Architect Siteworks Studio
Lighting Design VMDO Architects/2rw
Consultants
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